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Abstract

RTS-CTS handshake based protocols achieve “reliable
unicast” by eliminating the hidden node problem effectively,
however, these solutions are not directly or efficiently gener-
alizable for solving the “reliable multicast” problem; mul-
ticast remains as a best-effort operation in wireless ad hoc
networks. Here we present a simple, light-weight, and self-
stabilizing MAC protocol, namely Busy Elimination Multi-
ple Access (BEMA) protocol, for solving the reliable multi-
cast problem. BEMA grants on-demand access to the chan-
nel —rather than assigning fixed slots as in TDMA based
approaches— and supports prioritization of traffic, thereby
providing a useful building block for applications with reli-
ability and quality-of-service requirements.

1 Introduction

Although support for reliable unicast using RTS/CTS
handshake has existed traditionally in 802.11 [1] or in sen-
sor network MAC layer protocols [28], there has not been
any support for reliable multicasting. Multicasting has al-
ways been a best effort operation in 802.11 ad hoc broad-
cast mode [1] and in wireless sensor network MAC proto-
cols [13, 28]. However, reliable multicasting is an essen-
tial component of future sensor/actuator networks where
all nodes need to consistently take a consistent course of
action. For example, robotic highway safety/construction
markers [8] have to consistently take the correct decisions,
otherwise a robot cone that has inconsistent view of the sys-
tem could enter in to traffic and create a significant hazard.
As another example, sensor/actuator devices coordinating
regulator valves in a factory floor may need to take consis-
tent decisions to prevent a malfunction.

A major hurdle for reliable multicast is the hidden
node problem, where two transmitters that are outside each
other’s carrier-sensing range fail to detect other’s transmis-
sion and their simultaneous transmissions collide at a re-
ceiver node that lie within the range of both transmitters.
There has been many studies [27, 30] showing the detri-
mental effects of hidden node problem. In particular, more

than 50% message loss has been reported due to hidden
node problem under bursty traffic loads in wireless sensor
networks [29]. A reliable multicast service that avoids the
hidden node problems successfully would be an important
primitive for wireless ad hoc networks. Moreover, it is also
desirable for the reliable multicast service to provide sup-
port for prioritization of traffic as we would prefer to delay
stale and non-critical data to make way for timely delivery
of more recent and critical data in tracking and surveillance
applications.

Eliminating the hidden node problem to achieve an effi-
cient and reliable multicast protocol is difficult for ad hoc
networks. Simple extensions of RTS/CTS solution to
achieve multicasting run in to problems with either reli-
ability or efficiency. For example, in the BSMA proto-
col [20, 21] all the available receivers respond with a CTS
to the RTS broadcasted by a sender. Due to collision of
CTS packets from multiple receivers, in BSMA the trans-
mitter is not able to determine if all receivers are ready to
receive, and as a result collisions of data packets are likely.
Moreover, due to collisions of NAKs (negative acknowl-
edgments), it is not possible to ensure guaranteed delivery
in BSMA. On the other hand, a transmitter in the BMW
[22] and BMMM [19] protocols contact each receiver indi-
vidually for an RTS/CTS handshake before data transmis-
sion. Although guaranteed delivery is achieved under these
protocols, the communication efficiency (goodput) suffers
due to the high overhead. Finally, in TDMA based ap-
proaches [2, 10, 15, 25, 26] bandwidth is wasted due to the
static or reservation-based scheduling of the transmissions,
and hence, this hinders their adoption in low-power, delay-
sensitive wireless ad hoc networks.

BTMA (Busy Tone Multiple Access) [23] provides a so-
lution for the hidden node problem in ad hoc networks. In
this protocol, when a nodej is receiving data transmis-
sion, j uses a separate radio (and a separate frequency) to
broadcast a “busy” signal. When a nodek intends to trans-
mit, k first listens to the control frequency for any possi-
ble busy signal. Only ifk does not hear any “busy” signal,
thenk can start broadcasting in the data frequency. How-
ever, since BTMA assumes a separate radio and frequency
for control signals, it is not applicable in low-power wire-



less networks, especially for wireless sensor network plat-
forms [12], as unit cost and energy-requirements constraints
these platforms severely.

Contributions of the paper. Our first contribution is
an adoption of BTMA, namely BEMA (Busy Elimination
Multiple Access), for low power, ad hoc, wireless sensor
network platforms. We achieve this by using time synchro-
nized rounds across all nodes (efficiently implemented via
[6, 11]) to allocate a control channel in the time domain in-
stead of in the frequency domain. In BEMA each round has
a control phase and data phase. Before transmission, a node
j listens to the control phase, upon hearing nothingj can
transmit, and it can “lock” the intended receivers for some
consecutive rounds, after which the locked receivers broad-
cast busy in the control phases of the following rounds. The
busy signals transmitted by the locked nodes may collide
in the control phase, however, using receiver-side carrier-
sensing based collision detection techniques [4], the poten-
tial transmitters for the next round that are within single-hop
of the locked nodes can detect these collisions in the con-
trol phase and, hence, conclude that it is unsafe to transmit
in the data phase.

Our second contribution is to support prioritization of
traffic in our BEMA protocol. In BEMA, the control phase
also doubles as a leader election phase. Nodes that have data
to send bid for the data-slot in the control phase: depending
on the priority of the data to be sent (also with some ran-
domization mechanism), they broadcast a busy-signal for a
determined length. This serves as a deferring mechanism
for other transmitter candidates. After a candidate transmit-
ter transmits busy signal for a determined time, it switches
to listening: If it finds no other busy signal being still trans-
mitted in the channel, then it won the bid, else, upon hearing
a busy signal or detecting a collision that implies presence
of at least one busy signal, it realizes it lost the bid and de-
fers its transmission. This way the nodes with the highest
priority data get to access the channel first. Since a con-
tinuing transmission has the most priority—as an interrup-
tion would render the data transmitted so far useless—, the
“locked” nodes broadcast busy signals for the entire length
of the control phase.

Comparisons of BEMA with CSMA/CA [1], BSMA
[21], and BMMM [19] show that BEMA not only achieves
guaranteed delivery of messages, but it is also lightweight
enough to provide the highest goodput among the four.
These results demonstrate the efficiency of the busy signal-
ing mechanism in eliminating the hidden node problems.

Finally, BEMA addresses some initialization challenges
specific to ad hoc networks. We have designed BEMA to be
self-stabilizing, that is, starting from any arbitrary state our
protocol eventually recovers to a state from where its speci-
fication is satisfied. Self-stabilization property is especially
important in wireless ad hoc networks where initial states

of a protocol is hard to configure or enforce.
As part of the standardization efforts of wireless sensor

network architectures, there is an on-going effort to con-
verge on a standard layer over which other protocols would
be built. Analogous to the way that IP [14] is a narrow-
waist for Internet protocols, single-hop broadcast commu-
nication is identified in [5] as a narrow-waist for wireless
sensor network protocols. In this context, we believe a
priority-based reliable multicast service (that combines reli-
able broadcast and unicast communication under one roof),
such as BEMA, could serve as a building block for applica-
tions with reliability and quality of service requirements.

Outline. After the related work section, in Section 3
we discuss our program and network model briefly. We
present our BEMA protocol and a formal proof of correct-
ness in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 respectively. We discuss self-
stabilization of BEMA in Section 4.3 and extensions to the
protocol in Section 4.4. In Section 5, we present our simula-
tion results that compare performance of BEMA with sev-
eral other reliable and unreliable multicast solutions. We
conclude the paper in Section 6.

2 Related work

Here we review related work on both best-effort and re-
liable broadcast protocols.

Best-effort broadcast. To decrease the probability of
loss of broadcast packets over CSMA/CA, in the Robust
Broadcast protocol [24] the sender chooses a neighboring
node j to get feedback about its broadcast. The sender
uses either RTS/CTS messages or acknowledgments from
j to ensure that its broadcast reaches at least one node in
the neighborhood, namelyj, and performs a retransmission
only in cases where it fails to receive positive feedback from
j. However, receiving a confirmation only from one node
j does not guarantee that all the nodes in the neighborhood
have received the broadcast, since the hidden node problem
may affect other nodes in the neighborhood, whenj may be
unaffected.

In [20], Tang and Gerla have proposed an extension of
the RTS-CTS handshake for broadcast. After the sender
broadcasts an RTS packet to single-hop neighborhood, all
the receivers not in a YIELD state reply with a CTS and
start waiting for data. If the sender receives any CTS within
certain time of its RTS, it broadcasts the data packet, else it
enters into the contention phase again. In BSMA [21], the
authors improve the reliability of their protocol by augment-
ing it with a negative acknowledgment (NAK) mechanism.
In this scheme, the sender waits for any NAKs after it sends
its data. If a receiver fails to receive data after receiving
an RTS, it transmits a NAK to the sender, which causes the
sender to retransmit the data. Both of the above protocols,
however, do not guarantee reliable broadcast since receiv-



ing a CTS from one of the receivers does not imply that all
nodes are ready to receive. The sender’s initial RTS may not
be received at some of the neighboring nodes due to colli-
sions at those nodes, and as a result these nodes do not ex-
pect any data packet nor complain by sending NAKs. More-
over, NAK packets, as well as CTS packets, can collide and
get lost when multiple receivers transmit to the sender si-
multaneously.

Reliable broadcast. In [22] Tang and Gerla propose the
Broadcast Medium Window (BMW) protocol that imple-
ments a reliable broadcast operation via performing reliable
unicast to each neighbor individually. For each node in the
neighbor list, the sender transmits data using the RTS-CTS-
DATA-ACK handshake. Though BMW provides reliable
broadcasting, it does so at a great expense in latency and
energy as BMW incurs at leastw contention phases for a
node withw neighbors.

The Batch Mode Multicast MAC (BMMM) [19] proto-
col improves on the BMW protocol by combining thew
contention phases into one phase and sending the data only
once as a broadcast instead ofw unicasts. When the sender
enters the contention phase, it transmits an RTS to every
neighbor one by one and individually seeking their CTSs.
After completing the contention phase with at least one
CTS, the sender broadcasts the data only once and requests
ACKs from the receivers one by one. For the neighbors that
fail to send an ACK, the above procedure is repeated. Thus,
data collisions are still possible in BMMM, but through the
individual ACK mechanism, BMMM guarantees eventual
delivery of data. By way of contrast, BEMA eliminates the
data transfer collisions entirely (improving the goodput) and
achieves reliable broadcast to single-hop at once, rather than
eventually. Also, in contrast to BEMA which is oblivious to
the ids of the neighboring nodes, both BMW and BMMM
require knowledge of neighbor ids for a broadcast to be per-
formed.

The primary advantage of using TDMA based ap-
proaches [2, 10, 15, 25, 26] is that using tight synchroniza-
tion among nodes, it is possible to predetermine a trans-
mission schedule for avoiding any collision. Also by using
TDMA for solving the hidden node problem the need for
acknowledgments is eliminated. However, in TDMA based
approaches a lot of bandwidth is wasted due to the static or
reservation-based scheduling of the transmissions. In con-
trast to a TDMA based approach, where timeslots are pre-
assigned for each node, in BEMA nodes contend in the con-
trol phase, analogous to the contention phase in CSMA pro-
tocols, and one of the contenders get access to the transmis-
sion rights in the data phase on a priority-basis. Therefore,
BEMA is suitable for the bursty traffic pattern in wireless
sensor networks [29]. Also, in contrast to a TDMA based
approach, which is very sensitive to the “global” network
topology, BEMA is oblivious to those changes and, hence,

is more suitable for wireless ad hoc networks.
The prioritization scheme in BEMA is similar to the sec-

ond phase of the Elimination Yield - Non-Preemptive Multi-
ple Access (EY-NPMA) protocol in HIPERLAN [7]. How-
ever, BEMA combines the second phase and the first phase
of EY-NPMA and achieves both prioritization and elimi-
nation in one control phase as we discuss in Action 1 at
Section 4.1. Also, in contrast to EY-NPMA, which fails to
address the hidden node problem, BEMA solves the hidden
node problem by (1) “locking” the receivers for transmis-
sions that span multiple rounds, upon which the “locked”
nodes transmit busy signals for the entire duration of the
control phase and defer any nodes within single-hop dis-
tance from getting access to the channel, and (2) using the
2-hop-transmission rule as described in Section 4.2 when
contending for the channel.

3 Preliminaries

A network consists of a (potentially large) number of sta-
tionary nodes. Each node has a field of communication,
within which it is capable of receiving/transmitting mes-
sages. All nodes within this unit field are its immediate
neighbors (duplex links). For a nodej, we denotej’s imme-
diate neighbors asNbr(j), however, we do not assume that
j knows the nodes in its neighborhood, and in this sense our
network is an ad hoc network.

Notation. Nodes have uniqueids. We usej, k and l to
denote the nodes, andj.var to denote a program variable
residing atj. We denote a message broadcast byj as
bcast(msg j).

A programconsists of a set of variables and actions at
each node. Each action has the form:

<guard> −→ <assignment statement>

A guard is a boolean expression over variables. An assign-
ment statement updates one or more variables. A state is
defined by a value for every variable in the program, cho-
sen from the predefined domain of that variable. An action
whose guard is true at some state is said to beenabledat
that state and is executed.

Fault model. Nodes may fail-stop and crash, and new
nodes may join the network. Moreover, the state of a node’s
program can be arbitrarily and transiently corrupted. Chan-
nels may suffer faults that corrupt, manufacture, duplicate,
or lose (e.g., due to collision or fading) messages. These
faults can occur in any finite number, at any time and in any
order.

A program isself-stabilizingiff after faults stop occur-
ring, starting from any arbitrary state, the program eventu-
ally recovers to a state from where its specification is satis-
fied.



Synchronized rounds. We assume globally synchro-
nized rounds. That is, rounds start (and end) at the same
time across all the nodes in the network as illustrated in
Figure 1. Such synchronized rounds are feasible in wireless
sensor networks by using a time synchronization protocol,
such as FTSP [11]. Here, each node transmits periodic syn-
chronization messages, for example once every minute, and
by compensating for their clock skew (using least-squares
estimation on earlier data points) achieve a micro-second
level synchronization. It takes about 10 minutes to achieve
the initial synchronization for a 10-hops network, but once
initial synchronization is achieved the protocol is robust to
node failures or network topology changes, and requires
very little overhead for maintaining synchronization. FTSP
is used in several real-world wireless sensor network de-
ployments, including a sniper localization system [17] that
has very tight time-synchronization and real-time delivery
guarantees. We assert that BEMA protocol starts after FTSP
achieves initial synchronization, and periodic synchroniza-
tion messages in FTSP are sent over BEMA (rather than
independently) to avoid interference with the BEMA layer.
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Figure 1. Synchronized rounds in BEMA.

Instead of employing an always-on global round-
synchronization, BEMA can also work on top of an ad hoc
and on-demand round-synchronization protocol as we de-
scribe in Section 4.4.

Receiver-side collision detection via carrier-sensing.
Carrier sensing is widely employed in wireless networks
with CSMA (Carrier Sense Multiple Access) MAC layers,
including IEEE 802.11, IEEE 802.15.4, and wireless sensor
network MAC protocols. Traditionally, carrier sensing has
been used primarily at the transmitters: Before a transmitter
starts it transmission, it senses the medium for any existing
transmission, and only begins transmission if the medium
is not already busy. We adopt this technique at the receiver
side for detecting collisions.

To this end, we employ carrier sensing in the idle state.
A node is in the idle state when it is not transmitting, or re-
ceiving a message, or synchronizing to receive a message.
The node detects a collision when its carrier sensing mecha-
nism detects in the idle state that there is an intense activity
on the medium. Due to noise, there is a lot of activity in
the transceiver even in the idle state. However, it is easy
to differentiate between noise and a genuine activity, such
as a message or collision. The random noise has signifi-
cant variance in channel energy (occasional pits below the

noise floor) whereas a genuine activity has fairly constant
channel energy (always stays above the noise floor). Our
carrier sensing at the idle state searches for these pits: if
for a long period no pit is found, this is a good indication
of genuine activity in the radio. In our preliminary experi-
ments with the Mica2 mote platform [12], we find that our
carrier-sensing based collision detection at the receivers has
good performance, detecting more than 95% of the colli-
sions accurately.

4 Busy Elimination Multiple Access Protocol

In this section, we present our BEMA protocol and pro-
vide a formal proof of correctness, showing that BEMA
eliminates the hidden node problem. We also prove self-
stabilization of BEMA in the face of arbitrary state cor-
ruptions, and discuss extensions to BEMA for achiev-
ing energy-efficiency and ad hoc, on-demand round-
synchronization.

4.1 Protocol

Each node j maintains a single variable,status.
j.status has a domain of{idle, candidate, waiting, leader,
locked}. As a shorthand, we usej.x to denotej.status=x.
Hence,j.candidate meansj wants to transmit a message,
j.waiting meansj is trying to get access to the channel for
the DATA phase, andj.leader meansj had exclusive access
to the channel in the DATA phase and it will be transmitting
the rest of its packets in the consecutive rounds.j.locked
implies that there exists aleaderk within singlehop ofj,
andj is reserved to receive more packets fromk in the next
round. If none of the above holds forj, j.idle is true by
default. Initially for allj, j.status = idle.

The variable “phase” is an external variable (provided
by a round synchronization service), notifyingj of which
phase of the round, CONTROL or DATA,j is in. All the
nodes have consistent view of the phase variable due to our
round synchronization requirement.

BEMA protocol consists of six actions as seen in Figure
3. Figure 2 illustrates the effect of actions on the status
variable of a node. Note that Actions 1, 2, and 6 are enabled
only in the CONTROL phase, and Actions 3, 4, and 5 are
enabled only in the DATA phase.

Action 1 is enabled in the CONTROL phase when a
nodej is acandidate. Upon executionj broadcasts a ran-
dom length busy signal from a determined range based on
the priority of the message, and transits towaiting state1.
For example, if there are 5 packet priority levels (1 being
the lowest priority), and the packet to be transmitted atj
has priority 4, thenfj(∆) returns a random length from the
range

[
3∆
5 , 4∆

5

)
. This way, we assert that the contention
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Figure 2. The effect of actions on thestatus variable.

length is always less than∆, the entire length of the CON-
TROL phase.

Action 2 is enabled in the CONTROL phase when a
waiting nodej receives a busy signal or detects a colli-
sion. Since both cases imply the existence of another (at
least one) candidate with higher priority,j defers its trans-
mission by going back to theidle state. We explain the need
for 2-hop-distance transmission in Section 4.2. The 2-hop-
distance transmission can be satisfied by transmitting with 4
times the normal transmission power, assuming a quadratic
signal fading formula.

Action 3 is enabled in the DATA phase when a nodej is
in thewaiting or leader state. Sincej is not deferred by
another node via Action 2, this indicates thatj has exclu-
sive transmission rights as a high-priority node (provided
that the random busy signal selection mechanism resolves
contentions among nodes with the same priority). Upon ex-
ecutionj transmits its message, and transits toidle state if
its message fit in to one DATA phase, or transits toleader
state to continue sending the rest of its message in the next
rounds.

Action 4 is enabled in the DATA phase for anidle node
j. If j has data to transmit,j transits tocandidate state to
contend for the channel in the upcoming CONTROL phase
via Action 1.

Action 5 is enabled in the DATA phase whenidle or
locked j receives a message addressed to itself. If the
remaining length field of the message indicates that other
packets will be transmitted in the next rounds as part of this
message,j transits tolocked state and commits to receiving
the rest of the packets. Elsej transits toidle.

Action 6 is enabled in the CONTROL phase for alocked
or leader nodej. j transmits busy signal for the entire
length of the CONTROL phase to defer any candidates from
getting transmission rights to the channel, sincej has com-
mitted to receive the rest of the packets for an ongoing trans-
mission.

1Since, switching from transmission to listening is on the order of mi-
croseconds, collision detection using the scheme in Section 3 is feasible.

(1) phase=CONTROL∧j.candidate

−→ bcast(busy) forfj(∆) time to 2-hop-distance
j.status := waiting

[]
(2) phase=CONTROL∧j.waiting∧ receive (busy or±)

−→ j.status := idle
[]
(3) phase=DATA∧(j.waiting ∨ j.leader)

−→ bcast(msgj) for T time
if msgj .remaining length > 0
thenj.status := leader
elsej.status := idle

[]
(4) phase=DATA∧j.idle ∧ ¬receive(msgk)

−→ if (data to send)
thenj.status := candidate

[]
(5) phase=DATA∧(j.idle ∨ j.locked) ∧ receive(msgk)

−→ if msgk.remaining length > 0
thenj.status := locked
elsej.status := idle

[]
(6) phase=CONTROL∧(j.locked ∨ j.leader)

−→ bcast(busy) for∆ time

Figure 3. Program actions forj.

4.2 Correctness proof

We assume that the domain∆ is chosen large enough
that the random length contention periods thatfj(∆) re-
turns are unique for any two contending nodes within trans-
mission range of each other. The transmission range of con-
tending nodes should be set to be at least twice of that of the
normal transmission length (i.e., unit length) to avoid hid-
den node problems. Figure 4 illustrates the problem that
may occur when the contention radius is of unit length. In
the figure, onlyj and l are candidates and the remaining
nodes are in the idle state. Letk be a node within unit dis-
tance (single-hop distance) of bothj andl, andj andl are
within 2-hop-distance away from each other. Whenj con-
tends for the channel, it gets access to the channel since
there is no node within single-hop contending for the chan-
nel. Similarly, l also gets access to the channel for trans-
mitting data, and, as a result in the DATA phase there is a
collision atk.

The above scenario is avoided in BEMA by requiring
nodes contending via Action 1 to broadcast busy signals
for f(∆) time to 2-hop-distance. This 2-hop-distance con-
tention rule ensures that contending nodes within 2-hops are
detectable to each other. Note that “locked” nodes broad-
cast busy signals to only single-hop distance. For example,
in the above scenario ifk waslocked neitherj nor l would
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Figure 4. 2-hop-distance is required when contending.

be able to get access to the channel.
It should be noted that the hidden node prevention guar-

antee for BEMA is satisfied when the contenders can di-
rectly communicate with each other using double-power
transmission, and could not be satisfied in case of certain
arrangements of the obstacles, like the one given in Figure
5. In our analysis and simulations we do not consider any
obstacles between contending nodes.

j

k

l

Figure 5. Obstacle arrangement where BEMA cannot solve the
hidden node problem.

We can now prove Lemma 1 about the contending nodes.
Lemma 1 states that if there is no “leader” node j within
single-hop of a nodek in the beginning of a CONTROL
phase, then there can be at most one nodej within single-
hop ofk that has access to the channel (either in thewaiting
or leader state) in the DATA phase of that round.
Lemma 1 (Leader election). If (∀j : j ∈ Nbr(k) :
¬j.leader) 2 in the beginning of a round, then(∀j, l :
j, l ∈ Nbr(k) : (j.leader ∨ j.waiting) ∧ (l.leader ∨
l.waiting) =⇒ j = l) in the DATA phase of the round.
Proof. Due to our assumption of unique length contention
periods in Action 1, if there are contending nodes within
single-hop of a nodek, then there exists a unique nodej,
j ∈ Nbr(k), with the highest-length contention period.
Since contention signals are broadcasted to 2-hop-distance,
j dominates all other nodes within single-hop ofk, upon
which the deferred nodes transit toidle state via Action 2.
Thus, onlyj may be eligible to remain inwaiting state in
the DATA phase or transit toleader state.

2A formula (op j : R.j : X.j) denotes the value obtained by per-
forming the (commutative and associative)op on theX.j values for all
j that satisfyR.j. As special cases, whereop is conjunction, we write
(∀j : R.j : X.j), and whereop is disjunction, we write(∃j : R.j : X.j).

Note that a chain-of-dominance where nodes with high-
priorities dominate over nodes with lower-priorities is pos-
sible with a priority-based channel access policy. Due to
the randomization mechanism in Action 1, the maximum
length of such a chain is effectively limited to the number
of different packet priorities, a typical number is five as in
EY-NPMA [7]. In our simulation results, due to random-
ization in selecting packet-priorities, we do not observe any
chain-of-dominance phenomena.

Lemma 2 states that in the absence of faults, starting
from initial states, it is always the case that a nodek is
locked in a CONTROL phase iff there is aleader nodej
within single-hop ofk.
Lemma 2. Let I1 denote phase=CONTROL∧(∀k :: (∃j :
j ∈ Nbr(k) : j.leader) ⇐⇒ k.locked)). I1 is an invari-
ant of the BEMA protocol.
Proof. I1 holds trivially in the initial states where∀j :
j.idle holds. “leader” and “locked” states are only mod-
ified by Actions 3 and 5.I1 is preserved throughout the
CONTROL phase since actions 3 and 5 can only be en-
abled in the DATA phase.I1 is also preserved through-
out the DATA phases since the only actions that can mod-
ify I1, namely actions 3 and 5, modify theleader and
locked states consistently according to the value of the
remaining length field. A nodej is set to beleader iff
the messagej broadcasts in the DATA phase of roundR
hasremaining length > 0, the states for the nodes within
single-hop ofj in roundR are set tolocked iff the message
j broadcasts hasremaining length > 0.

Lemma 3 states that ifI1 holds and there exists a unique
leader j within single-hop ofk in the beginning of a round,
then no other nodel, l 6= j, within single-hop ofk can get
access to transmit to the channel in the DATA phase of that
round.
Lemma 3 (Leader preservation). If I1 ∧ (∃j : j ∈
Nbr(k) : j.leader∧¬(∃l : l ∈ Nbr(k)∧ l 6= j : l.leader))
in the beginning of a round, thenj.leader ∧ ¬(∃l : l ∈
Nbr(k)∧ l 6= j : l.leader ∨ l.waiting) in the DATA phase
of the round.
Proof. If j.leader holds in the beginning of a roundR for a
unique nodej within single-hop ofk, then due to Lemma 2
k.locked also holds.From Action 6, it follows thatk broad-
casts a busy signal for the entire duration,∆, of the CON-
TROL phase. Note that the only other enabled actions in
the CONTROL phase are Actions 1 and 2. Since the con-
tention time of anycandidate nodel is less than∆, all such
contending nodes would transit towaiting state before the
end of CONTROL phase according to Action 1. Therefore,
any contending nodel for the channel within one hop of
nodek is deferred from getting access to the channel byk’s

Thus,(∀j : R.j : X.j) may be read as “ifR.j is true then so isX.j”, and
(∃j : R.j : X.j) may be read as “there exists anj such that bothR.j and
X.j are true”. WhereR.j is true, we omitR.j.



busy signal according to Action 2 (either busy signal or a
collision is delivered atl), andl transits toidle state from
waiting.

Lemma 4 states that in the absence of faults, starting
from initial states, there can be at most oneleader node
within single-hop of a nodek.
Lemma 4 (At most 1 leader). Let I2 denote(∀k :: (∀j, l :
j, l ∈ Nbr(k) : j.leader ∧ l.leader =⇒ j = l)). I2 is an
invariant of the BEMA protocol.
Proof. I2 holds trivially in the initial states where∀j :
j.idle holds. Since “leader” state is modified only in the
DATA phase,I2 is preserved throughout the CONTROL
phase.I2 is preserved throughout the DATA phase due to
Lemma 1 and Lemma 3. In a state whereI2 holds there
are two cases (1)(∀j : j ∈ Nbr(k) : ¬j.leader) or (2)
(∃j : j ∈ Nbr(k) : j.leader ∧ ¬(∃l : l ∈ Nbr(k) ∧ l 6= j :
l.leader). Starting from a state where case 1 holds, Lemma
1 implies thatI2 is preserved throughout the DATA phase.
Starting from a state where case 2 holds, Lemma 3 implies
thatI2 is preserved throughout the DATA phase.

We now prove Theorem 1, which states that ifI1 and
I2 hold (that is, in the absence of faults and starting from
the initial states), in the DATA phase of any round there can
be at most one node within single-hop of a nodek that has
access to the channel (inwaiting or leader state).
Theorem 1 (No hidden node).I1∧I2 =⇒ phase=DATA
∧(∀k :: (∀j, l : j, l ∈ Nbr(k) : (j.leader ∨ j.waiting) ∧
(l.leader ∨ l.waiting) =⇒ j = l)).
Proof. Proof follows from Lemma 1 and Lemma 3 as
follows. I2 implies that at any time, there can be at most
one nodej in the leader state within single-hop of a node
k. From Lemma 3, it follows that the existence of such a
leaderj (j is unique due toI2) implies that in the DATA
phasej.leader holds, and no other nodel can be inleader
or waiting state. From Lemma 1, it follows that if no such
leaderj exists, then in the DATA phase at most one nodej
can be in theleader or waiting state.

4.3 Self-stabilization of BEMA

As we prove in Lemma 2 and Lemma 4, in the absence of
faults, starting from initial states,I1 andI2 hold for BEMA
and, hence, from Theorem 1 we conclude that BEMA elim-
inates the node problem. However, due to faults, such as
transient memory corruption, message loss, or changes in
network topology,I1 and I2 can be violated. Here, we
show that with the addition of a stabilization action, BEMA
protocol becomes self-stabilizing, and hence, starting from
any arbitrary state, after the faults stop occurring (i.e., no
faults occur for a period sufficient enough for stabilization)
BEMA starts satisfying its specification, and eliminates col-
lision of DATA packets.

Our stabilization action, Action 7, is enabled in the

DATA phase when a nodej receives a collision. Since in
the absence of faults, starting from initial states, collisions
in DATA phase is impossible due to Theorem 1, this action
is enabled only from states outside the invariantI1 ∧ I2.
Upon execution,j transits tolocked state to defer any other
node within single-hop ofj to be able to transit toleader
state.

(7) phase=DATA∧j.idle ∧ receive(±)

−→ j.status := locked

Figure 6. Stabilization action forj.

Next we prove Theorem 2 by proving that starting from
any arbitrary state BEMA converges to states whereI1 and
I2 are satisfied in finite time. More specifically,I1 and
I2 are re-established within at mostmax message length
rounds, wheremax message length denotes the maxi-
mum number of packets that a message can span. Note
that once the invariantI1 and I2 is satisfied, Theorem 1
ensures that the hidden-node problem is eliminated in the
DATA phase of the subsequent rounds.
Theorem 2 (Self stabilization). BEMA is self-stabilizing.
Proof. Our proof is by demonstrating a variant functiong
that always decreases outside the invariant states.g is a lex-
icographical ordering of the tuple〈number of leaders within
single-hop of a node k,remaining length of message〉.
We show below thatg always decreases until a state where
I2 is satisfied (i.e., untilg = 〈1,max message length〉).

We first show thatg cannot increase by considering all
possible cases for the status of nodek. If k.leader holds,
then due to Action 6,k defers any node within single-hop
from getting access to the channel to become aleader. If
k.locked holds, then again due to Action 6,k defers any
node within single-hop from getting access to the channel
to become aleader. If k.idle holds, then due to Action 7
k becomeslocked, and the problem reduces to the previous
case. Ifk.candidate or k.waiting holds, due to Action 6k
is deferred by one of the leaders within single-hop.

We now show that g decreases due to the
remaining length of message that a leader
node gets to transmit. Therefore, within at
most max message length rounds, g reduces to
〈1,max message length〉, whereI2 is satisfied.

OnceI2 is satisfied,I1 is re-established within at most
1 round due to Actions 5 and 7.

4.4 Extensions

Here, we discuss some extensions to the BEMA proto-
col for achieving better energy-efficiency. When a node is
listening to the channel, it spends as much energy as trans-
mitting [13]. Therefore, it is important to reduce any idle
listening in our MAC protocol. To this end, we assert that



when a nodej detects that it is not receiving any message
transmission in the beginning of a DATA phase,j turns off
its radio, sets a timer, and goes to sleep for the rest of the
DATA phase. Later, upon expiration of its timer,j wakes up
at the beginning of the CONTROL phase if it is acandidate
or at the beginning of the DATA phase otherwise.

Similarly, when a contending nodej is deferred from
access to the channel via Action 2,j turns off its radio and
sleeps until the beginning of the DATA phase. In future
work, using PowerTOSSIM [16], we will quantify over the
energy-savings we achieve by eliminating idle-listening via
the above two rules.

5 Simulation results

Here we compare the performance of BEMA with that
of BSMA [21], BMMM [19], and CSMA/CA [1]. For our
simulations, we use the Prowler wireless sensor network
simulation tool [18]. Prowler simulates the radio transmis-
sion/propagation/reception delays of Mica2 motes [12], in-
cluding collisions in ad-hoc radio networks realistically.

In our simulations, we vary the traffic load in a 5-by-5
grid of nodes (a total of 25 nodes) by increasing the num-
ber of nodes requesting to transmit data. We measure the
cumulative collisions of data packets detected at all nodes
and the goodput (bits/sec) as the traffic load varies. We de-
fine goodput as the cumulative number of bits received in
data packets at all nodes divided by the settling time, where
settling time is calculated as the difference between the last
time of receive by a node and the first time of send by a
node.

We simulated these four protocols using both ideal and
realistic Mica2 radio3. In the former, the transmissions are
free from external influences like noise as well as from
multi-path fading. A message in this environment can be
lost only when it collides with another message. Thus, in
the absence of collisions, all immediate neighbors (up to 8
nodes) of a nodej receivesj’s transmission. Whereas in
the latter realistic radio model, the transmissions are sub-
ject to Rician fading and multipath interference effects as
well as collisions. Moreover, there is a 5% error probability
for each message reception. In this latter model, it may be
possible that while an immediate neighbor cannot receive a
transmission successfully, a node in 2-hops or even 3-hops
receive the transmission.

Table 1 presents the message format of the four protocols
we implemented. In BEMA the CONTROL phase is for 100
bit-time, and a data message spans 4 rounds: each of the 4
packets of a message is 960 bits long. Hence the overhead
of control packets in BEMA is approximately 100/1060 =
9.4%. The RTS/CTS and other control messages in BSMA

3Mica2’s Chipcon CC1000 radio operates at 433 MHz with a data rate
of approximately 40 Kbits/sec.

and BMMM are of 48 bits length as implemented in SMAC
[28]. The data message is sent as a 4 back-to-back packets
in BSMA and BMMM when a node gets access to the chan-
nel. In CSMA there are no control messages, and a message
is sent as 4 packets of 960 bits. Since our implementation
of BMMM has persistently encountered some deadlocks
among transmitters, for our simulations we consider a vari-
ation of BMMM, denoted as BMMM’, that requires receipt
of CTSs from all neighbors—instead of at least one—before
initiating a data message transmission. BMMM’ avoids
deadlocks/livelocks by ordering the resources (i.e., reserva-
tion of neighbors) with respect to increasing id. Our sim-
ulation codes for all four protocols are available athttp:
//www.cse.buffalo.edu/ ∼mh69/bema/ .

Control packets Data packets # of packets

CSMA 0 bits 960 bits 4
BSMA 48 bits 4*960 bits 1
BMMM 48 bits 4*960 bits 1
BEMA 100 bits 960 bits 4

Table 1. Message formats of the protocols.
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Figure 7. Collisions in ideal radio model.

In our experiments for Figures 7, 8, 9 and 10 we consider
only broadcast messages: all the messages are intended for
all nodes within transmission range. Figures 7 and 8 show
the number of cumulative collisions at the receivers for the
protocols under ideal and realistic radio, respectively. The
reported values (both in the collisions and goodput graphs)
for our experiments are derived from the average of 8 inde-
pendent runs for each configuration. The results are similar
in both graphs with slightly more increased collisions under
realistic radio, possibly due to nondeterministic interference
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Figure 8. Collisions in realistic radio model.

among nodes and the error probability. Since CSMA/CA
employs no special control messages to prevent collisions,
the number of collisions is highest for CSMA due to hidden
node problem and is linearly increasing with respect to the
number of transmitters. BSMA has the next highest num-
ber of collisions, again linearly increasing. BMMM’ and
BEMA have the lowest number of collisions, which are by
and large constant with respect to the number of transmit-
ters. The collisions in BEMA may be due to transmitters
choosing the same random contention length, or due touni-
directionality in some links and non-deterministic interfer-
ence among nodes.
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Figure 9. Goodput in ideal radio model.
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Figure 10. Goodput in realistic radio model.

Figures 9 and 10 show the goodput for the protocols
under ideal and realistic radio, respectively. Even though
BMMM’ guarantees reliable delivery of data to all neigh-
bors (it ensures virtually no collisions), due to the large syn-
chronization overhead and latency it incurs BMMM’ has the
lowest goodput. The goodput of BSMA is linearly decreas-
ing with respect to the number of transmitters, primarily
due to the corresponding linear increase in the number of
collisions in BSMA. The goodput of CSMA is constant and
high. Even though the number of collisions in CSMA is lin-
early increasing, the increase in the number of transmitters
neutralizes the effects of the former to the goodput since
CSMA does not incur any large delays to the transmitters
for accessing the channel. Note that the data delivery ra-
tio of CSMA is low due to hidden node induced collisions,
however CSMA merely compensates what it lacks in terms
of delivery ratio with its bare speed. BEMA has the highest
goodput among the protocols. BEMA not only reliably de-
livers all data by eliminating collisions due to hidden node
problem, but at the same time it also scales well with the
number of transmitters to provide a constant high goodput
rate.

We have repeated our experiments with varying the num-
ber of receivers and got graphs similar to those for the
broadcast case. For example, Figure 11 presents the good-
put for unicast transmission under realistic radio model.

6 Concluding remarks

We presented a simple, light-weight, and self-stabilizing
MAC protocol, namely Busy Elimination Multiple Ac-
cess (BEMA) protocol, for solving the reliable multicast
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problem. BEMA grants on-demand access to the chan-
nel —rather than assigning fixed slots as in TDMA based
approaches— and also supports prioritization of traffic,
thereby providing a useful building block for applications
with reliability and quality-of-service requirements. Our
simulations show that BEMA has little overhead and pro-
vides the highest goodput among BSMA [21], BMMM
[19], and CSMA/CA [1], since BEMA successfully and ef-
ficiently eliminates the hidden node problem.

In future work, we will implement BEMA in TinyOS [9]
over the BMAC [13] protocol, and compare its performance
with CSMA/CA MAC layers. We will further investigate
the performance improvements BEMA could provide for
handling bursty traffic patterns in sensor networks [29] via
its hidden node elimination and prioritization scheme. Also,
as part of future work, we will work on adopting BEMA in
mobilead hoc networks. Its obliviousness to network topol-
ogy, its simplicity, and its self-stabilization property make
BEMA suitable for mobile ad hoc networks.
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